THE CROFT
THE SESSIONS ARE AN EASY TO ACCESS PEER - PEER SUPPORT

POOL AND
COFFEE
MEET

SESSIONS EVERY
THURSDAY
10 AM-11:45 AM

FOR MORE DETAILS CALL MARK 07484 001 842

THE CROFT

POOL AND
COFFEE MEET
YOUR SESSION GUIDE
WELCOME

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT PATHWAYS

The group is facilitated and Jim will be able
to welcome you to the group, and if you are
new show you around, everyone else will also
make you feel at ease and welcome.
SHARING SIMILAR EXPERIENCES
In addition to the main theme, members can
offer mutual support by the way of a listening
ear, and by highlighting additional
signposting opportunities, for example to the
Derbyshire Recovery and Peer Support Service
and other support organizations locally. All
this is done in an informal and friendly way.
GROUP ETHOS
The pool and coffee sessions are all about
relaxing and having fun in a safe space and
around like-minded people, there can be an
element of peer support and a chance to
listen and offer your experiences, but overall,
just play pool, enjoy a cuppa in a relaxed,
friendly, and safe space, a good chance to
show some kindness and hope to others.
REPORTING A CONCERN OR ISSUE
If you have a concern about anything that
happens in the group please let the group
development worker know as soon as you can,
by calling/texting Mark on 07484001842, you
can also approach a member of staff or call
the single point of access number on
01733734989.

If you need additional support or guidance on
your mental wellbeing please visit our
wellbeing and Information hub in Ripley, this
meets and is facilitated by a mental health
recovery worker each Monday at the Salvation
Army on Heath Road 10-12 pm,
Or you can call The Derbyshire Recovery and
Peer Support Service single point of access
number to help support you with any goals
you might have, please call us on 01773 734
989, the referral line is open Mon-Fri 9-5 pm.
SAFEGUARDING AND CONFIDENTIALITY
Due to the nature of the group, it strongly
upholds the principle of confidentiality and
the safeguarding of members, meaning no
personal information shared within the group
is discussed outside of the group.
Confidences would only be broken if a
member discloses that they are going to harm
themselves (or someone else), any known
criminal activities and, abuse, including
sexual, financial, psychological, or physical.
Such concerns should be escalated to the
appropriate person, persons, or organization.
so please report immediately as above if you
do have concerns.
REMEMBER
These are fun, friendly independent peer
support sessions
Drinks will be available at a subsidized
cost and the monies are then used to
replenish for the benefit of all.
If you do feel upset or intimidated please
let one of the team know by reporting it.
If you require, additional support visit the
Monday Well-being Hub on Heath Road or
call the single point of access number.
Please make sure the room and kitchen
areas are left tidy after each session

FOR MORE DETAILS CALL MARK 07484 001 842

